Automated Folding of Sheet Metal Components with a Six-axis Industrial Robot
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Through the automation of folding of sheet metal components by a six-axis
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industrial robot we explored the integration of parametrically-driven design and
fabrication tools and its real-world implementation. Developed out of research
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into new possibilities presented by direct programming of flexible, digitally-

Harvard University

driven, industrial tools, this project intends to speculate about the future
implementation of parametric modeling tools in the field of design, and associated
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n e w, p a r a m e t r i c a l l y v a r i a b l e , f a b r i c a t i o n p r o c e s s e s . W e e x p l o r e d t h e r e l a t i o n s h i p
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between designer and machine, between data and craft, and tested conjectures
about scale of production, through the digital creation, physical cutting, mental
tracking, robotic folding, manual riveting, and sometimes painful installation of
five hundred and thirty two unique sheet metal components. Such evaluations give
insight into possible trajectories for development of new models of fabrication
processes, questioning the scale and intellectual scope appropriate for custom
fabrication environments, and the implicit need to then evaluate the incorporation
o f d i g i t a l c r a f t i n d e s i g n p e d a g o g y.
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1

I n trodu c tion

As the creation and management of construction data becomes a larger part of architectural
production, the introduction of more sophisticated custom fabrication techniques is expected
to increase, resulting in more projects such as this (Figure 1). The research pursued in this
project analyzes the relationship between designer and machine from a new perspective, one
which allows the designer to look beyond available software tools and associated manufacturing
processes to seek new methods of production through the integration of fabrication computation
and design modeling.
1.1

Fig. 1

INTEGRATION LOGIC AND CUSTOMIZATION THROUGH AUTOMATION

Arguably, the power of design lies in the ability to craft a unique and localized response to a
given problem, the opposite of logic of the assembly line. The standard computational tools
currently available to the designer, those developed for the repetition of industrial manufacturing,
make difficult the process of translating design information into the data that drives production
efficiently, towards unique design solutions. Herein lies the challenge of customization,
a tantalizing goal for designers made more promising with the increased availability and
accessibility of parametrically-driven design tools. Difficulties encountered in the process of
realizing projects whose goal is customization on the scale of the project, signal a need to
move toward design automation in low-to-medium sized production runs, where the designer is
allowed the proximity necessary to work in an environment that matches the parameters of the
digital design model with those of an equally variable and parametrically controlled fabrication
process. This research tests the application of both the scale and parametric nature of the
design-fabrication environment suggested by this theorem.
1.2

Fig. 2

CHALLENGES FOR DESIGN IN AN AUTOMATED ENVIRONMENT

Software applications for programming industrial robots are generally limited to common
industrial applications such as cutting and surface machining of materials. Machine code is
generated from control geometry such as lines, arcs, or surfaces in virtual three-dimensional
space that are used to control the displacement and orientation of the robotic end effector.
This type of programming lends itself well to repetitive operations along an assembly line. More
sophisticated techniques involving looping feedback systems are available for part identification
and material handling, but even in these cases a program must be set up to identify specific
conditions as being satisfied, and to then execute a certain function upon satisfaction of those
conditions. Establishing these systems requires tremendous development up-front and the
result is a system within which slight modifications or deviations from the normal condition are
not easily tolerated nor accommodated (Figure 2).
1.3

TOWARD AN INTEGRATED APPROACH OF DESIGN AND FABRICATION

Because traditional programming of the machine is filtered through a layer of abstraction,
(a secondary set of data, most frequently geometry in the form of tool paths) that is then
interpreted by additional software tools to create a reaction in the machine, industrial production
thrives off repetition and leaves little room for parametric variation during a production run. In
this project, the data that drives the machine is generated in parallel with the design geometry
itself, removing the need for an intermediate layer of abstraction within the design-to-fabrication
process, thus readily accommodating variations in design and variation during production.
2

Proc e ss

To gain insight toward the weaknesses and latent opportunities within a parametrically-controlled
design-to-fabrication process, a specific design problem was required. The construction of a
surface with complex curvature is a recurring design problem in the architecture community
and provides the first challenge. The second is the fabrication and assembly of a series of
unique components. Over the years, a variety of solutions have been proposed to the question
of how to construct a complex surface, some more elegant than others in terms of economy
of process from design to construction. The core challenge of the problem is the utilization of
sheet material to represent a surface whose planar subdivisions cannot be found in a regular
catalog of parts. In order to achieve this, we needed customization on a scale prohibitive of a
system absent of automation.

Figure 1. Robotically folded unique sheet metal parts
installed as a suspended ceiling
Figure 2. Part variability - The sheet metal folded
plate is not self-determining in its initial geometry Multiple precise and unique bends are required for each
correct component, which varies from piece to piece
- Duplicating this process hundreds of times without
automation would be an unfeasible, error prone task for a
human operator
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Fig. 4

2.1

THE CREATION OF AN ADAPTABLE COMPONENT, PACKING FABRICATION DATA

We began with a top-down approach, the design of a surface with double-curvature, and a
bottom-up approach, the seeding of a generic module folded onto the complex surface. A
library of geometric solutions for the top-down problem of surface discretization pre-exists
this particular problem, so little of the project focused on this specifically. Rather, through the
approach characterized as bottom-up, the project explores the conditions between design and
fabrication and their application in a design community rapidly appropriating parametric design
tools. Our approach converges on a common solution: a generic folded plate component
capable of being seeded onto any complex surface, populating it with a countless number of
unique instances, each carrying with it the data inherent to its own making in a form immediately
accessible to the automated fabrication tools (Figure 3).
Developed of the constraints of the particular material and manufacturing method (cutting and
folding), the generic component has built within it the intelligence necessary to allow it to be
mapped onto a driving surface in a manner that does not exceed the limits of our equipment
(Figure 4). Once the instance of generic component is instantiated onto the given surface it
becomes a specific entity, uniquely identifiable and simultaneously multiplied to exist virtually
in every geometric configuration of its formation while being reduced to a set of named data
points for its manufacture. In the same design model a script pulls these data points from
each instantiated element on the surface and generates the RAPID code to run on an ABB
robot, which then folds the complete sequence of components from that version of the design

Fig. 3

(Figures 5-9). From within one digital model the guiding geometry is controlled, instances of
the generic component are mapped onto the guiding geometry (becoming specific instances
Figure 3. Freeform continuous surface - (A) A surface
drape created by design envelopes a landscape of ceiling
HVAC and ME elements, avoiding clashes with these

identifiable by name as objects within the digital environment and existing as both visualizations

(B) The draped surface is redefined as a flattened surface,
with a regular grid overlayed - The regular grid spacing is
set to define module insertion points, and limited in spacing
by maximum and minimum desirable edge lengths for the
module folding operation - The grid is re-mapped to the
3D surface drape

process.

(C) The surface drape and grid serve to anchor the module
bases - The apex of the module is set by a variable surface
offset from the drape, made by design - The surface offset
attempts to stay within the constraints of module edge
lengths, but coding in the module part will ensure that
modules do not become over-sized with respect to the
apex distance
(D) Using the constraints of the surface drape grid, base
surface drape normals, and offset drape distance, as
well as limits set within the module itself, the modules are
instantiated in large packs through a CATIA VBA script
Figure 4. Discrete surface module as adaptable
component - The CATIA part file for a single module bears
the necessary information for its fabrication

of the design itself and as vehicles of the data necessary for its manufacture), and the machine
code (the tangible output of the digital file) is generated that directly drives the fabrication

2.2

DESIGN, CAD AND CAM FUSION

In this process, the digital model becomes the sole tool for manipulation by the human
participant. The roles of the designer, CAD technician, and CAM technician are merged into one,
which takes advantage of the opportunities provided by parametric modeling environments and
manufacturing tools receptive of endlessly varying instruction (Figure 10). That an automated
process as shown here requires such a degree of intimacy from all parties, ranging from
designer to machine programmer, suggests that in order for the implementation of automated
design and fabrication to be realistic, design must move toward a model where design projects
can be realized in small-to-medium sized production runs with designers also managing and
controlling production data.
3

Research

The research in this project has been conducted along several parallel threads and is currently
manifest in a small installation of components. Three main threads have developed: modular
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Fig. 5

Fig. 6

programming tools implemented through CATIA, the parametric digital modeling tool selected,
physical tooling and techniques for robotic manipulation of sheet metal, and the development
of an appropriate design problem to explore the process of a parametrically-driven designfabrication process, as discussed above.
3.1

PROGRAMMING

Fig. 7

The programming tools developed for CATIA are specific modules of VB script which can be
related to each other in different ways to accomplish different goals. The basic module takes
axis systems generated in CATIA and extracts from them displacement and orientation data
for the robotic tool center point (Figures 11a-c). In the case of ABB robots this data is in the
form of an XYZ displacement and quaternions describing the tool orientation (Figure 12). This
module is then combined with others that wrap appropriate RAPID syntax around the location
and orientation data which is then written to a text file, readable by the robot controller, to
accomplish choreographed movements (Figure 13). Other modules vary based on the linking
machine movements needed for the specific manufacturing process desired. Exercises such as
block stacking, placement of hanging elements, and a range of sheet metal manipulation tests
gave rise to the development of these modules.
3.2

PARAMETERIZATION

In parallel with the development of these automation tools, physical research into the material
limits of the sheet metal and the specific spatial and physical characteristics of the ABB robot
took place. The thickness of material that could be bent with the given robot and gripper was
tested, as was the amount of perforation necessary along the bend line in order to obtain
accurate and consistent results, the tolerance of the system, its overall accuracy, and the
repeatability of the process. Spatial and physical limits of the reach and grasp of the robot and
end effector were tested in order to drive the process forward, contributing to the constraints
built into the generic component and its associated programming tool. Code for this round of
testing was manually generated and updated using RobotStudio, the simulation environment for
ABB. It was within this thread of research that the specific sequence of moves necessary to
translate from the flat, cut component to the final, folded shape was developed.
3.3

FABRICATION

The third and most recent component of the research implements the work accomplished in
the first two threads in an effort to evaluate the problem through an applied design at a scale
significant enough to provide insight into the real-world application of automated design-fabrication
processes. The designed surface is an aesthetic element covering infrastructural elements
hanging from the ceiling near the entrance of the research and fabrication laboratory where it was
produced (Figure 14). Through the installation of this project, proof of concept on some elements
of the process has emerged while new questions and challenges have come to light.

Figure 5. Extracting bend angle data - Each part is bent
three times - Bend angles are extracted from the folded
part and used later to determine the reorientation of faces
of the partially folded part, gripper sketch, and axis system
as the part goes through the modeled bend sequence
to extract robot target data - The three bend lines and
one cut line are identified on each folded part in the same
orientation each time - Lines normal to the bend lines
that lie on the faces of the part are used to measure the
angle of each bend from the mid-point of the respective
bend line
Figure 6. Bend data extraction - Thirteen geometrically
determined robot target axis systems for one part: from
pick-up point, through the three-bend sequence, to
drop-off location, all axis systems are written in relation
to the world coordinate system, located at the base of
the robot - The start point and location of stationary bend
surface are fixed reference positions for the fabrication
system, geometric parameters in the design-fabrication
software tool
Figure 7. Robot target bend data nomenclature - Within
the geometric environment of CATIA, thirteen unique
positions are determined for each part based on its
interior angles and the relative locations of its perimeter
and bend lines - A two-part nomenclature was derived to
allow targets to be readily identified with respect to their
position in the bend choreography - There are a total of
three bends, always referenced by the numerals 1, 2,
and 3, respectively - The numeral 0 refers to the position
before that of bend one - Following this logic, numeral
4 refers to the position after that of bend three - The
numeral following the letter P signifies the location of the
part with respect to the associated location at which the
referenced bend takes place - The numeral following the
letter G signifies the location of the mobile gripper with
respect to the associate location at which it is located for
the referenced bend - One of two letters may follow the
second numeral; O signifies the over-bent location of the
mobile gripper, B signifies the final bent location of the
mobile gripper
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Fig. 8

Fig. 9

4

Installation

This discussion cannot be considered complete without some mention of the problems we
encountered with the non-automated portions of our process. Although it took considerable
effort and intellectual resources to get the automation portion of this project to work, once the
initial bugs were ironed out, that aspect of the project went very smoothly. However, the nature
of the installation was such that the work had only just begun. The biggest problems actually lay
in the handling and installation of the material.
4.1

ASSEMBLY

At the time the base geometry model was developed, we had not finished testing the assembly
of modules into larger sections and we had not decided on a technique for joining individual
parts. By the time this series of decisions was made, we had developed the tooling for bending
the parts. We ended up selecting a system of tabs with pre-cut holes that are riveted together.
However, our physical robotic tooling was unable to accommodate the automated folding of the
tabs and at this point the installation was locked in place. Consequently, we had to manually
bend the tabs to an angle that seemed approximately correct. There is enough flexibility in the
system that the hand-assembled sub-sections are not necessarily assembled in the correct
shape. It is possible for them to be, among other things, inside out. This meant that we were
often left trying to install the sub-sections while simultaneously bending them into their correct
shape. Having to massage the smaller sections into the correct shape was one of the larger
Figure 8. Defining robot/part (dis)engagement named
positions - Based on the axis systems generated
geometrically in CATIA for each of the gripper positions,
three additional positions are generated algebraically in
the script that outputs RAPID code - These targets locate
the gripper before and after it engages a part for a bend,
repositioning itself and the part as needed to perform the
subsequent task
Figure 9. Robot at bend positions - Series of photos of
robot as it progresses through bend movements for one
part, from placing flat part in stationary gripper, through to
completing last bend of completed part

obstacles that could have been avoided by integrating bending of the connecting tabs into the
automated process. This will be addressed in further iterations.
4.2

PART IDENTIFICATION

Another problem was in handling the components. There was no convenient place to have a
name or number cut into each component, which would have also increased the time to cut
each part and the subsequent cost to manufacture, so we chose not to have components
labeled. We left them attached to their cut sheets in corresponding locations to their final
installation positions with respect to one another, and manually cut them out with a cutoff wheel
prior to folding them (Figure 15). Each part name was recorded on paper sheets corresponding
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Fig. 10

Fig. 11a

Fig. 11b

Fig. 11c

to the cut sheets using the unique name assigned it in the RAPID code so that it was possible to
verify the correct cut part was being folded by its associated code. Because of the complicated
nature of the material handling process and the extreme consequences of a small mistake,
it was handled entirely by two of the core researchers (Figure 16). It would be impossible to
realize a project on any larger a scale without having more people working on it. However, we
would need better ways to organize and distribute our components in order to involve others.
Fortunately, we avoided making any mistakes we will admit to, and every piece ended up
hanging where it was supposed to go, although we were not without some close calls.
4.3

PLACEMENT

Another difficulty lay in the final placement of the sub-sections of the folded and assembled
parts. We developed a relatively flexible system to hang the components, consisting of struts
at various heights hanging from threaded rod. We left ourselves as much room for error as we
could afford, although tolerances were tight in some places. In the beginning, everything was
measured with a tape measure and input into the digital environment. From there, we let loose
our automation tools, and only at the moment we went to hang it did we learn if everything
would work or not. We started the hanging of our struts and components at the same end of
the installation and left out the last two rows of anchor points so that any problems with the
installation could be compensated for at the end. The installed length ended up being about
four inches longer than expected over a total length of approximately twelve feet. While probably
somewhat imprecise for construction tolerances, this was something we were happy with for a
first attempt at a larger installation.
5

Con c lu sion

This research remains a work-in-progress; the largest questions that result from this work
relate to how the automated portion of the process, a fraction of the overall work necessary
to complete an installation, fits into the bigger picture. The automated portion of the process
inherently results in hundreds of unique components, which bring up their own questions
regarding inventory, tracking, assembly, and installation, especially when applied to projects
of increasing scale, or manufacturing processes requiring additional stages. The sheer volume
of components becomes difficult to manually manage and seems more appropriate for an
industrialized material handling system; however, such a system would move away from the
flexible generality that was intended with this combination of tools, and towards a more rigid
industrial model specific to a process.
However, the potential inherent in a flexible, digitally driven tool, such as an industrial robot, when
driven by customized data, is exciting as it allows the introduction of localized design elements to
solve specific problems on a larger scale than previously possible (Figure 17). Tension develops
between the complexity that is allowed by a new process, versus the difficulty of managing that

Figure 10. Paradigms of fabrication logic - Assembly
line logic can be characterized as linear, composed
of singular entities arranged in an ordered sequence
through which a process takes place - The two ends are
distinct and related indirectly, being removed from one
another by a number of intermediate entities - Feedback
and knowledge within either paradigm is possible only
through adjacency of the discrete entities, through direct
contact - As the logic of integration moves away from
the linear sequence present in the assembly line, the
degree to which feedback between the distinct entities is
possible greatly improves, thereby increasing the potential
knowledge of the system as well - Hierarchy within the
integrated system is minimized, each entity is in a position
that is neither necessarily up-stream nor down-stream
from that of another
Figure 11a. Standard practice places the tool center point
(TCP) axis on the robot tool0 Z-axis, centered on gripper
Figure 11b. The programmed movement has
displacement and reorientation, resulting in extra
computation up front and many more lines of code,
depending on tolerances
Figure 11c. By placing the tool center point axis on
the bend axis, we offloaded computation onto the robot
inverse kinematics, and simplified our code significantly The resulting movement requires only a reorientation, with
no displacement - In CATIA, two axis systems are created
to generate a bend command, one aligned with the initial
position, the other with the final position - No calculation
of intermediate tool positions is necessary
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Fig. 12

complexity downstream. We believe that there is an appropriate balance between the use of
exciting new processes that allow for new design elements at intermediate scales of production,
and any new difficulties inherent in capitalizing on these processes. We leave this project excited
about the new aesthetic possibilities inherent in elegant control and automation of small-scale
manufacturing processes and the potentials to be unlocked through integration of design with
manufacturing computation.
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Figure 12. Robot target data - Sample of RAPID code
written from the VB script run in CATIA showing all the
targets generated for one unique instantiated part - Each
target data set is followed by that of the subsequent part Written into RAPID syntax, each target is defined with four
important sets of data, the unique name so that it can be
“grabbed” at the appropriate point in time while the robot
is moving through the bend sequence, the position of the
target in 3D space with respect to the origin of the robot,
the orientation of that target in space, and the necessary
configuration of the 6 joints of the robot at that point
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Fig. 15

Fig. 16

Fig. 13

Fig. 14

Fig. 17

Figure 13. Robot movement data - RAPID code written
from the VB script run in CATIA shows the sequence
of moves performed for each instantiated part - The
intelligence of the automated custom bend process
lies in the geometrically and algebraically derived target
data, the sequence of moves between unique targets
remains unchanged from one part to the next - The text
highlighted indicates the named targets, the only aspect
of the code that changes from one part to the next in the
folding sequence
Figure 14. Before and after installation
Figure 15. Defining cut geometry - Each part, unfolded,
is translated into line geometry appropriate for cutting with
an industrial laser. Each part is located within the array
of cut parts based on the location of the base point from
which the part was generated. Direction and magnitude
of translation from the origin of the point array is scaled by
a fixed value to accommodate all parts on the cut sheets
without part overlap.
Figure 16. Assembly
Figure 17. Backlit installation
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